Visual identity
DOT May 2020

Sophisticated, thoughtful and smart
Why worry?
Every document you publish, every zoom call you make, every
presentation you give, you show what Change Corp is all about.
We offer a premium service to sophisticated clients well versed in
the language and style of management consultancy. Our business
is about trust in our professionalism. Our customers want to work
with us because we’re sophisticated, thoughtful and smart.
We have a certain style, expressed through elegant typefaces, colours
and images. This guide will help you produce consistently on-brand
Change Corp designs. It will also help you do things quicker, because
you have a clear place to start from.
There is a resources page on the website here:
https://thechangecorporation.com/visual-identity-resources
where you can download templates and images.
Our wonderfully elegant and modern corporate fonts Questa Light,
Questa Light Italic, and Questa Sans Bold aren’t free, but they make
a huge difference to the look and feel of our work. Remarkably,
Questa Sans is a free download. Most designers will have the
premium fonts included in a Creative Cloud subscription, but you
can buy a license for the others that allow you to use all the premium
fonts on two computers for £113 from here:
https://www.fontshop.com/search#?q=questa

Logo
Colour logo: Quink
Full colour logo for use
on white backgrounds in
CMYK for print and RGB for
screens.
Never redraw, recolour or
stretch the logo.

Reserved white space
Maintain an area of clear
white space around the logo.
Space to the side should not be
less than the width of the h of
the logo.
Space above and below should
be not less than the width of
the h from the logo.

Reversed out
The white version can be
reversed out of strong colour
blocks or images, so long as
both the logo and the image
remain clearly legible.

Mono black
For use in documents that
will be printed in black ink
or toner only (e.g. invoices) or
for screen printing e.g. on T
shirts or mugs.

Typefaces
Headlines: Questa Light

Sub-heads

Body copy: Questa Light

Bespoke coaching for
leadership teams
Sub-heads Questa Sans Bold
Body copy should be set in Questa Light. For emphasis you can
use Questa Bold, and Questa Light Italic which is particularly
suitable for quotes.
Questa and Questa Sans are font families included with an
Adobe Creative Cloud subscription, which most designers will
have. The fonts can also be bought with a lifetime license and
installed on your computer, with prices starting at £20.99 per
weight from fontshop.com

Style guide
Capital letters in titles

Never Use All Initial
Caps On Headlines
Capitalised headlines are often turned on by default in
programs like Microsoft Word. Setting titles with initial caps
gives every word equal emphasis. It looks wrong and it reads
clumsily.
Always set headlines in sentence case. Capitalise the first letter
of the sentence and leave the rest lower case, apart from proper
nouns, e.g.

Paragraph alignment
Line length
Double spaces

Bespoke coaching for
Kent County Council
leadership team
Paragraphs should be aligned left, not justified
To keep your copy readable, body copy line length should be
between nine and twelve words
Don’t type double spaces after full stops. Always do a find/
change to change them to single spaces.

Substitute typefaces
Questa family fonts should always be used where you’re working on customer-facing documents
and presentations, but if for some reason you don’t have Questa and Questa Sans installed on your
computer, you can fall back on Georgia and Arial, free fonts from Microsoft.
You can download a Word example template including pre-formatted styles from the visual
identity resources page on the website.

Headline substitute:
Georgia

Sub-head substitute
Body copy substitute:
Georgia

Bespoke coaching for
leadership teams
Sub-heads Arial Bold
Body copy should be set in Georgia. For emphasis you can use
Georgia Bold, and Georgia Italic for quotes.
Georgia and Arial are font families usually available to
Microsoft applications like Word and PowerPoint.

Colour
Headlines and text
Use Quink for headlines and
Slate for body copy, with
Rosehip for highlights.
Quink

Slate

Rosehip

CMYK 100 100 30 30 CMYK 65 55 55 55

CMYK 0 82 53 0

RGB 39 33 84

RGB 67 67 67

RGB 250 72 88

Hex #272154

Hex #434343

Hex #fa4858

Moleskin

Chalk

Slate

CMYK 64 44 9 0

CMYK 64 44 9 0

CMYK 64 44 9 0

RGB 108 134 184

RGB 108 134 184

RGB 108 134 184

Hex #6c86b8

Hex #6c86b8

Hex #6c86b8

Backgrounds
Use white type with Rosehip
highlights on Moleskin or
Slate. Use Slate type with
Rosehip highlights on Chalk.

Post-its
Background colours for
Post-it style illustrations,
can also be used sparingly
backgrounds to headings,
with a combination of white
and Slate text.

Can also be used in
backgrounds as a 30% tint
with Slate text.

Post-it yellow Post-it pink

Post-it green

Post-it blue

CMYK 64 44 9 0

CMYK 64 44 9 0

CMYK 64 44 9 0

CMYK 64 44 9 0

RGB 108 134 184

RGB 108 134 184

RGB 108 134 184

RGB 108 134 184

Hex #6c86b8

Hex #6c86b8

Hex #6c86b8

Hex #6c86b8

Illustration
Post-its
Sticky notes are used
ubiquitously for collaborative
innovation and design
planning. They represent
ideas, speed and agility.
Post-its can be a simple,
quick way to illustrate
a concept in a way that
everybody can readily
identify with.

Post-it sketches should be
simple and meaningful. As
with any illustration, don’t
use a Post-it for the sake of it.
Where you do use them,
make sure any drawing
is attractive and easy to
understand. You’ll only need
to use a few words.
The most common Postit size is 75mm square.
Where you include them in a
document, try to use them at
actual size.
Drop shadows and any curl
must be subtle and realistic.

Photography
Metaphor
An interesting or unusual
image can be used as a
subtle metaphor to illustrate
a theme.
The huge blue cockerel that sat on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square, and this tree
bent double by prevailing winds on a beach in turkey are both striking metaphors for
change and the unexpected.

A sculpture in Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
On the one hand the person is on top of the
pile and can see everything, on the other
they are powerless to act.

Abstraction
Organic, sculptural forms
and striking architectural
details make subtle,
abstract suggestions. They
can illustrate complexity,
layering and dynamism.

London’s hyper-modern “cheese grater”
sits among much older, traditional city
buildings. Another metaphor for change
and modernisation.

People
Tell a story
If you want to use people in
photos, try to use images
that put people in situations
that tell a story.

A huge picture window in a gigantic concrete wall frames two people in conversation.
The human presence brings life to the situation.

And avoid the obvious
Stock photography and
illustrations are most often
generic and bland. They
should be avoided:

A dark night lit up by people coming together in a modern space. Are they learning?
Meeting to plan something?

Pedestrians cross a bridge together. Where are they going? In every shot the subjects are
natural and relaxed, oblivious to the camera.

Diagrams
Don’t try too hard
A complex process or idea
expressed as a complex
diagram rarely works,
usually because you’re
trying to do too much.
Here the employee lifecycle
in the outer ring is clearly
expressed. Then Hire/
Inspire/Admire/Retire
almost works, but Admire
is a real stretch. If you have
to try too hard it will be too
hard to understand.
Small type is illegible at
small sizes, so it can’t work
on mobile. Yellow text on
white is too hard to read.

The employee lifecycle
Your roadmap to employee engagement
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How employees speak
about their job and
their company is a
clear indicator of
engagement levels.
Engaged employees
attract candidates.
Disengaged employees
detract.

When employees like
their job, company and
colleagues, they are
more likely to
refer/recommend a
friend or other
connection for a
position.

Highest levels of
engagement are when
employees start at a
new company.

Engaged employees
not only seek, but
request learning
opportunities.

Capitalise on that
eagerness to have an
immediate impact.

Employees should
have a way to innovate
and collaborate –
introducing, thinking
and implementing new
ideas.

Connect employees –
engaged employees
enjoy helping new
employees transition
into their new roles.

The circle has been broken down to a line, but the arrows show
progression. The Hire/Inspire etc. gives way to a graph that illustrates
at a glance how engagement relates to each stage of the cycle. The
copy is now much easier to read, and the bold text picks out the most
important bits to pull you in.

Companies see higher
levels of engagement
when they recognise
emplyees on a
continuous basis and
give employees a way
to acknowledge their
peers.
People managers need
ways to drive and
sustain engagement.
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Employees who leave
can provide vauable
feedback on how to
address gaps in
engagement.
Employees who leave
often remain in
contact with their
colleagues and can be
a great source for
re-hire.

Diagrams
Simple but sophisticated
This diagram starts with a
turbulent, distorted shape in
red, and ends with a much
calmer shape in blue to
represent moving through
stages of the C / A / R / E
model.

Our C / A / R / E model
Responding to the organisation and
people aspects of COVID-19
Executive coaching
Adapt communications
Engaging people through
the change curve
Crisis coaching
Gap analysis
Crisis communication

C ATA LY S T
Emergency support for your
people
Crisis action planning

Creating a virtual High
Performing Team

ADAPT
Innovating to stay ahead
of the curve
Building a new organisation
structure and culture
Digital transformation

Executive coaching
Recover communications
Re-engaging your people,
suppliers and clients for
success

RECOVER
Go live with action plans
Lean review cycles
Constant improvement
of culture, structure and
services

Executive coaching
Emerge communications
Developing
Transformational
Leaders
Creating High
Performing Teams

EMERGE
Re-take gap analysis and
measure improvement
Integrate financial
targets and other KPIs
Adopt lean review cycles
to continuously improve

Presentations
Don’t go mad : )
Most presentations need
to be paced so that the
audience an absorb the
concepts easily. Be subtle
with content, give things
room and be sparing with
transitions.
Abstract backgrounds
give the eye something
interesting, but not
distracting.
Keep diagrams simple, avoid
clip art, and keep type large,
legible and in short line
lengths. And don’t forget not
to capitalise titles, except
proper nouns.
The PowerPoint template on
the resources page uses the
corporate Questa fonts. The
Prezi equivalent uses standins.

